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« I am

Editorial:
Charlie », leitmotifs of recent days.
P. Evesque

Poudres & Grains, e-mail: pierre.evesque@ecp.fr
Pacs # : 5.40 ; 45.70 ; 62.20 ; 83.70.Fn

I did not know how to express my dismay, resentment. I know that now. I put this
header on Poudres & Grains Journal because P&G is Charlie. And I stripped many of
its papers, leaving only a few that are emblematic of its fight: Editorials, articles
against the administrative academic authority and against exclusion.
All this to say that I was impressed by the will of freedom of thinking displayed
these days. I hope this will help to make understand to scientific administration its
mistake by attacking me via the medical committee. It is unworthy of a developed
country. It must be fought to the death.
I feel invigorated but still grappling with administrative ayatollahs of CNRS and
ecp, and always in danger of death.

Thank you for helping me through this anonymous vote:
Powders & Grains & Charlie: Same fights!
Let Pierre Evesque work freely
Fix the disturbed administrative system.
Do you support P.Evesque?
===> Yes <===

Ask for this to CNRS Presidency, ECP Managing Director,
just by clicking up ==> here <==
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Pierre Evesque’s personnal resentment :
1) As my work is denied as long as one refuses to evaluate some scientific results ...,
one denies my real existence and violates human rights; No matter one believes that it
is for medical reasons or not since it is not established. This is just intellectual
terrorism equally unacceptable that other less perverse terrorism (the killing). Because
the action is the same: it is to deny (i.e. physically kill) the life of another.
Poudres & Grains and scientists cannot be resolved to work with such a concept
of "life". This is why P&G is in mourning and that a large part of its articles are no
longer available on web.
Will it disappear totally?
2) I can revisit this argument from a different perspective, that of schizophrenia.
Indeed, we know that science cannot be built by combining contradictory assumptions,
(such as 1+1=2 and 1+1 =3). But it is the same for a man; and a man who develops
two personalities in contradiction is schizophrenic. One can easily apply these
concepts to legal or virtual entities, so to the administration. In this case schizophrenia
may not be obvious for a single man, as many people apply parts of rules
simultaneously only. But for those who want to learn more how this society/system
works, those will be confronted with this ambient schizophrenia of the society/system;
and they will be able to characterize it.
They will be also able to destroy any correct statement of this society/system, just
by combining it with the (known or unknown) incorrect equality.... which is
assumed/proposed by this schizophrenic society. And struggles for life will appear.
The intellectual terrorism, non-compliant assumptions, poorly written laws are
doers of schizophrenic disorders; and our occidental society produces such laws at
high rate nowadays.... Elder societies religions are probably safer; however the
technological advance make the system erratic, dangerous and uncomfortable. Our
politicians should remind this. It may occur likely in our fast-changing societies... War
is easy and peace unstable in population dynamics of predators.
Some news from Paris penal court: prosecutor from from Paris criminal court
decided to drop my criminal complaint for harassment, not because it was not
identified as such, but it is "done" by another administration;
here the sentence: case closed
"The examination of this procedure does not justify criminal prosecution because:. The facts you
complained were managed by another administration, different from justice; as a result the
prosecutor believes justice cannot be helpful to judge/treat this case.
Paris, 12/24/2014 signed: Procuratorate prosecutor, Court of Appeal of Paris Tribunal de
Grande Instance de Paris "
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As I understand it , the criminal court refuses to interfere with another
administration and leaves an employee to fend for himself while undergoing the
official harassment of his administration unless the employee is doing itself a civil
party, which means that he resigned, or is a masochist!
One can not therefore almost to assert its right to these new administrations, and
no one can verify that the system is working properly.
Is this the new version of human rights and citizen. It looks just like the one
before the XVIII century, and before the French revolution.
This can only be to the liking of Charlie nor of Poudres & Grains, nor for any
respectable scientist!
There seems to be a fact appreciated from scientific publishers/editors, "scientists
representing the administration for research funding,...." With these principles, it is
clear that our scientists ayatollahs give it back to terrorists
And Charlie , does the sentence will the same? forgetting a few months?
We need correct rules to fight against terrorists, otherwise we are also terrorists
So, for me, arbitrary decision, arbitrary rules which do not preserve our
understanding, illegal administrative decision, execution by terrorist, and war against
terrorism are forms of racisms, hence of denying human rights and human condition.
The harassment stress depends on its intensity, so it may depend on the method,
but it can reach the ultimate request; and it starts as soon as debate and explanations
are violated.
This is why we shall fight activating correct scientific deontology, a signed
goal, but completely forgotten. Our administrations have perjured.
In the category of animal species, humans are predators, and the most efficiency
one. Science and technology increase our weapons and destruction means, without
limit when we forget the rules... We need to stabilise our world for lasting more than a
generation. We need to learn speaking in language.
For more information on the problem encountered by the editor, facing the
cnrs/ecp administrations please go to [2,3] http://defense-pierre-evesque.overblog.com/.
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